A Message from Jeremy:

Dear constituent,
I want to wish you and your loved ones all the very best for 2021. It’s my
prayer that this year will see the beginning of the end of the pandemic, and
that we’ll start seeing some return to normalcy.

At the Kindersley Legion with Roger Strutt, announcing the
receipt of a Federal Government grant to help the Legion
cope with the pandemic challenges.

One of the concerns I’ve heard from many of you in the past months, is that
the various levels of government are overstepping their bounds with regards
to the pandemic response and disregarding the basic rights and freedoms
enshrined to us in the Charter. I want to assure you that I take your concerns
seriously, and I think it is important to know that many of these issues have
arisen due to the provincial government’s decisions under the provincial
Emergency Act. At the same time however, different levels of governments
do not exist in a vacuum, and the federal government is responsible for
ensuring the basic protection of its citizens’ rights and freedoms. That is why
we as the Opposition have steadfastly demanded the federal government
release documents that justify and evidence the decisions they are making.
To this point, they have refused to do so, or if they do, they are heavily
redacted.
Others of you have written, expressing your concern that the government
has not gone far enough. Particularly in their efforts of vaccine procurement
and rollout, which is a valid critique of the Liberal Government, and one
Conservatives have been making for some time now.

At the Swift Current Legion with Jim Pratt and Rodger Ruf,
also announcing their receipt of a Federal grant.

Making Your Voice Heard:

Click on the image above to complete online consultation

Keystone XL Emergency Debate:

There continues to be a wide variety of perspectives on the pandemic, the
response, and the recovery, and I encourage everyone to continue to
engage on these important issues respectfully. It’s important as citizens to
make your voices heard, and as your federal representative, I continue to
welcome your feedback. As always, you can find my contact info below my
signature. I can assure you that we as Conservatives are working hard to
hold the Government to account on their pandemic response, and their
policy decisions at large, and we will continue to do so this year—come what
may.
Many of you are probably aware of the issue of Clare’s Law, and the fact that
RCMP in Saskatchewan are unable to enforce the Law do to their being
restricted by the federal Privacy Act. I sponsored a petition on this issue,
effectively calling on the Government to amend the Act in order to allow
personal information under the control of a federal institution to be disclosed
to a third party for the purpose of protecting an individual from interpersonal
and domestic violence. The petition was tabled in the House last November,
and the Government responded by noting that currently they were
conducting an online public consultation on the Privacy Act. (You can read
their response on the petition link above).
I am asking to please take a few minutes out of your day and contribute to
the online consultation. I encourage you to express the importance that the
Privacy Act be amended to allow the RCMP to comply with Clare’s Law, so
we can curb the high rate of domestic abuse in our province.
Last week, President Biden announced that he is cancelling the Keystone
XL pipeline, a decision which will affect thousands of Canadian workers and

have a devastating impact on the economy. The Liberal Government
promised Canadians that they would fight to get this approved, yet all we got
were two phone calls between the Prime Minister and the President.
Keystone XL is a project of national significance. Securing jobs in the
resource sector is an essential part of getting Canadians back to work and
Canada’s economic recovery. That is why Conservatives requested an
emergency debate on Keystone last December, ahead of the predicted
decision by the Biden administration. However, we were declined this
debate.
Click on the image above to see my speech on Keystone XL

New Year, New Tax Hike

Now, only after the project has been cancelled, were we were granted an
Emergency Debate, which of course comes far too late. You can view my
speech at this debate by clicking on the image on the left.
Another change of the calendar and another Liberal tax hike—happy new
year!
January 1 saw more than just the ushering in of a new year. It brought us a
tax increase from a government which promised not to raise taxes on
Canadians this year. The Prime Minister has stood in the House of
Commons many times making the same statement, that they will not raise
taxes. He has also said that they are supporting the middle class and those
working to join it, as if it is some elusive and elitist club. I guess we can add
another broken Liberal promise to the ever-growing
Of course, this shouldn't come as a surprise, not with this government
recently committing to raise the carbon tax up to $170 per tonne by 2030.
There isn't a tax that a Liberal could refuse. All of this while municipalities
and other jurisdictions have committed to . . . to continue reading my latest
article, please click here.

Click on the image above to read my Op-Ed in the Post
Millennial regarding Trudeau’s new tax hikes.

Supporting our Energy Sector Petition:

Canada’s energy sector will have to be an essential part of our national
recovery. Whatever anti-energy activists and politicians say or want to
believe, this is a solid fact. Sadly, they constantly repeat their message in
public and get more attention as a result. In Parliament, I want to make sure
other voices in support of energy development are heard and respected. I
will proudly present petitions as one way of keeping the message going.
If you’re interested in signing and sharing it with family or friends, you can
find one (with instructions for the process) here.

Click on the image above to sign my petition.

In your service,

Jeremy Patzer, M.P.
Cypress Hills—Grasslands
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